Nothing equals the beauty of nature in our surroundings
as much as people. Eyes are the mirror to the soul, lips
speak the deepest thoughts. A face expresses on the
outside what lives within you. It shows your true nature.
De Ryck decorative stones and strips recreate that nature,
both in the environmental as in the human sense of the
word. With products as though straight from nature,
we build walls that are faces, not just facades.
This is a very individual and personal task, and depending
on your wishes and options, one which we will gladly
guide you through professionally.

Natural and true to your nature.
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Decorative stones for the in- and outside of your home

A unique expertise,
a new impetus

It is more than half a century since De Ryck created its first stones.
Now in 2010, this universally respected brand begins
an exciting new chapter.
Its integration into the Weser Group gives new impetus, whilst
maintaining the tradition for quality that has become synonymous
with the De Ryck name.

Natural ...

All our stones are made from 100% natural ingredients. The
finest sands, the whitest cement, slivers of shell and quartz,
... are combined to become a new reconstituted material,
sharing the same natural beauty and quality as the products
it was made from; but in addition, it is optimised in terms of
durability and functionality.
We take nature to the next level by combining materials and
creating colours, bringing to life a range of stone products in
a range almost wider than nature could produce. This offers
a variety of options especially created to give your home the
unique atmosphere you desire it to have.
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and true to nature
Being true to nature begins with respecting the environment - sustainability. We take great
care and pride in using entirely natural components, using what nature has given us, and
making sure no original qualities are lost during the production process. We use as many
renewable natural resources as possible to give De Ryck stone products that
natural look, feel and beauty, but also to create products which are
healthy for both you and our natural environment. Because that’s
what it takes to be genuinely true to nature.
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Simplicity and expert support
Think of De Ryck decorative stones as long-lasting, solid
wallpaper. They don’t occupy a lot of space, they don’t weigh
much, and installing is quick as well as easy.
It starts with the product; simply natural and sincere, and
practical in use. In addition, De Ryck manufactures all adhesives
and accessory products for professional fitting.
We give you a thorough explanation before you start.
Consult our on line manual on www.deryckstoneproducts.com
And of course our advisors are happy to answer all your questions.

You love an authentic finish.
You want your dreams to match your means.
You want the freedom but not the hassle of DIY.
And what if normal bricks are too heavy or take up too
much space?
No matter what style or colour you have in mind for your
home, whether you wish to decorate or renovate the interior
or exterior, De Ryck decorative stone products respond to all
your needs.
Three types of brick strips come in so many different colours
that you’ll find exactly what you want. Our natural stone
range boasts an even wider variety of shapes, sizes and
colours. Browse through our catalogue and you will see how
De Ryck decorative stone products turn a facade into a face,
a house into a home.

Create your own natural environment
and feel familiarly at home
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Classic stylishness creating a homelike atmosphere

Murok Classic
M10
off-white

Imagine walking in the gardens of Paris, strolling
along boulevards, not merely visiting the city of
the big monuments, but breathing its lifestyle
and stylishness. That is where you will encounter
houses that combine an almost noble elegance
with a very comforting warm and homelike feel,
not subject it seems, to time nor storms.

M20
off-white

The Murok Classic recreates that atmosphere.
This French stone with a soft yet non- smooth
surface, an authentic structure and natural
colours, is as versatile as it is beautiful. In an
ever modest but always stylish way, it adds
distinction, and at the same time radiates a
familiar feel to both the interior and exterior of
your house. It’s a classic.

Both with left or right corner pieces.
Packed in handy boxes of 0.5 m²
APPLICATION

Easy to apply with Cemix Uniflex mortar.
Fill the joints with white or grey Cemix
Unijoint joint-filler.
SIZES
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200x100x15 mm, 400x200x15 mm

Murok Classic

Murok Classic
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In complete harmony with your natural environment

Murok Rustic
M90

M95

off-white

The colours of the forest in autumn. Wild pigs roam
hilly slopes, deer attempt to evade hunters. You walk
through the villages, which are so characteristic of
the area. You dwell or live in a house which is entirely
in harmony with its surroundings only because it has
been built from the natural materials that can be
found there.
The Murok Rustic is entirely inspired by these
surroundings to create an atmosphere of snugness and
soothing silence which you will only find in nature. This
stone shares the warmth of your family and friends
around the fireplace in the evenings, and makes an
ideal setting for precious moments.

brown

M92

M96

light yellow

red

M93

M97

beige-green

dark yellow

M94
grey

Packed in boxes of 0.7 m² consisting
of 6 slabs.
Corners are available in boxes per
running metre.
APPLICATION

Easy to break the slabs along the
separation lines. Place the stones one by
one to recreate the authentic character.
Apply with Cemix Uniflex adhesive
mortar.
Fill the joints with white or grey Cemix
Unijoint joint-filler.
SIZES
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Irregular sizes

Murok Rustic
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Murok Rustic
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M93-M94-M95

M93-M94-M95

M94

M94-M96

M95

M92
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M92

Rugged beauty: nature in its purest form

Murok Sierra
Rugged coasts, rough hills and stark mountains,
but also fields of lavender waving in the wind, and a
gorgeous summer climate reflect the beauty and the
wildness of Europe’s Mediterranean sierra. Nature in
its purest form.
Sierra means a chain of hills and mountains, the peaks
of which suggest the teeth of a saw, a feature you will
immediately recognize in the Murok Sierra. You will
find the craggy capricious profiles of steep mountains
in this stone, but also the unrivalled beauty you can
only find in that southern natural state.

M40

M46

white

red

M43

M47

beige-green

yellow

M44

M48

grey

brown-red

Packed in boxes of 0.5 m²
Corners are available in boxes per
running metre.
APPLICATION

Apply one by one, according to your own
taste and imagination, starting with the
larger stones. Can be used without filling
the joints or with white or grey Cemix
Unijoint joint-filler.
SIZES
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Irregular sizes

Murok Sierra
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Murok Sierra
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M43

M43

M40

M43
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M43

A stone sheltering a world of taste and colour

Murok Belmonte
Rolling hills clad with vines. The snuggest squares in
quaint old towns. The terraces are in place, a glass of
chardonnay or pinot noir at hand.
As a grape in the vines of Burgundy shelters a world
of flavour and colour, the Murok Belmonte evokes
the genuine and rustic atmosphere of the countryside
where life is enjoyed to the utmost. It recreates this
warmth and beauty in the interior of your home.
Or outside of course, because De Ryck decorative stone
can be used both ways.

M70
off-white

Packed in boxes of 0.56 m²
APPLICATION

Easy to apply with Cemix Uniflex mortar
Fill the joints with white or grey Cemix
Unijoint joint-filler.
SIZES
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Height: 11 cm
Irregular length sizes

Murok Belmonte
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Murok Belmonte
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Solid as a rock, elegant as a mountain top

Murok Montana
High above cities and fertile valleys tower rocky,
snow-capped mountains. Conditions are harsh here:
heat and cold, wind and ice reign. Anyone trespassing
on this land must be prepared to withstand the
elements. As do the natural materials you can
find here.

M34

M37

beige

yellow-red

M35

M36

grey

rust coloured

Just like the mountains, this stonework needs no
pointing to be fully waterproof. The Murok Montana
has the rough look of mountain rocks and shares their
characteristic strength. At the same time De Ryck has
adapted the stone to create a unique atmosphere both
within and outside your home. A warm haven after a
day of alpine harshness.

Packed in boxes of 0.54 m²
Corner and finishing pieces available
per running metre, including 5 strips of
30x5 cm to make an easier match.
APPLICATION

Apply with Cemix Uniflex adhesive mortar
on outdoor walls.
SIZES
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2 sizes : 47x10 cm, 17x10 cm

Murok Montana
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Murok Montana
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M35
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M36

FOR A MODERN DECORATION

Murok Strato
Whether you want to recreate the ambiance of a Berliner
loft or to liven up a contemporary home front, Strato will
be the expression of your creativity. This stone, whose
texture expresses a strong minerality, will marry with
all materials used in modern decoration and will be
integrated to perfection in a decoration with stripped
lines.

M89
grey

The geometrical cutting of the Strato elements is
the ideal counterpoint of the purified forms of the
contemporary art.
Their adjusted sharp joint assembly, synonym of
modernity, allows creating panels on which the
beams from down-lighting will come to cling to form a
multitude of luminous keys.

Packed in handy boxes of 0.5m²
APPLICATION

Easy to apply alongside by dragging the
slabs on the diagonally
For a successful installation, carefully
observe the horizontal alignment of
parts.
SIZES
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Height : 5 cm
Irregular length sizes

Murok Strato
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Murok Strato
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Versatility thrives
in the rural tranquillity of the countryside

Interfix
It is that rural atmosphere you very often find near
coastlines, in places where agriculture still thrives,
where farms provide the landscape with natural
elements attracting people from towns and cities
to come and live in the rural tranquillity of the
countryside. With the sea close at hand.
Interfix is one of the most versatile of all brick strips.
By choosing colour and method of placement it can
provide the perfect, fitting character to both the
interior and exterior of your home in forms which are
often an architectural patchwork. Next to being that
versatile, Interfix is extremely thin, only 7 mm, making
it even easier to use. No extra pointing is necessary.
Simply smooth the adhesive into the joints.

IF11

IF15

IF33

white

heather

salmon pink

IF12

IF16

IF37

yellow

salmon

shaded yellow

IF13

IF17

IF38

red

olive

dark red

IF14

IF18

orange

dark grey

Packed in handy boxes of 1 m² with
instructions.
Corners available.
APPLICATION
Apply with the recommended glue,
ready-for-use interFIX paste.
Smooth out the adhesive into the joints.
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SIZES
205x50x7 mm

Interfix
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Interfix
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IF11

IF13

IF17

IF13

IF11

IF16
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IF12-IF17

Durable and solid,
perfectly suited for indoor and outdoor life

Granulit 20-30
G27

G21
yellow

Haystacks and meadows, ponds and willows,
the countryside is coloured with a wide variety of
landscapes in which nature, in a way, still prevails.
No major towns but small thriving centres, no big
industries but plenty of industrious people.
The Granulit 20 and 30 series seem to feel entirely
at home in areas such as these. The strength of the
people living there is reflected in the character of
these brick strips: solid, perfectly weather resistant
and fireproof, they are excellent partners to build a
snug and safe haven.

savannah

G23

G28

antique

red rustic

G24

G34

rustic

red

G26

G37

white

yellow antic

Packed in handy boxes of 1 m² with
instructions.
Corners available.
APPLICATION

Easy to apply with Cemix Uniflex adhesive
mortar. Fill the joints with white or grey
Cemix Unijoint joint-filler.
SIZES
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210x50x11 mm

Granulit 20-30
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Granulit 20-30

G27
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G27

G28

G26

G21

G28

G28
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Tradition captured in an authentic brick format

Granulit 50
G52

Mix 1

pink

The heart of Flanders cherishes a long tradition
of brick-making. The clay of the steep banks of
meandering rivers was, and still is, used to kiln-bake
bricks that are premium building materials.
That old tradition lives on in today’s Granulit 50, its
size following ancient Flemish customs for optimum
strength and stability. The variation in colour and
texture gives these brick strips a unique and authentic
character, giving a house that definitive homy feel of
a place which seems to have always been there.

G53

Mix 2

orange

G54

Mix 3

red

G57
yellow

Packed in handy boxes of 1 m² with
instructions.
Corners available.
APPLICATION

The strips can be broken to accentuate an
antique, rustic style. Easy to apply with
Cemix Uniflex mortar. Fill the joints with
white or grey Cemix Unijoint joint-filler.
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SIZES
210x60x15 mm

Granulit 50
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Granulit 50
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G52

MIX 1

G57

G52

G53
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G57

Instructions
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• For application on special surfaces or onto wall-front installation,
consult with Weser’s technical service.
• Work at a temperature of 5° to 30°C.
• Use the appropriate De Ryck adhesives and installation products.

The surface must be, consistent, flat and
clean. It must be dry and free of grease. If
the surface is porous then apply first a layer
of Cemix Primer. Allow to dry for 2 hours
then you can begin.

To size the strips as needed, saw them or
notch them in the back and then break
along the line.

Section off the wall in areas for about five
brick strips. Allow 1 cm for the joint. Within
these sections you can work by sight.

Put cut pieces together in a way to preserve
the rustic character.

Apply the adhesive in sections of 0.5 m² so
it doesn’t dry before you fix the brick slips. It
is best to work going down, avoiding stains
from spotting and spilling.

Filling joints is done with Cemix Unijoint
which is mixed with water. In the right
proportion the mix is still a bit rough,
sticky and on the dry side. Keep using the
same proportion of water to avoid colour
variations.

Start by making ribs in the glue with a
notched spatula (6 mm for interFix, 8 mm
for Granulit and 10 mm for Murok and
Interock).

Apply the joint-filling mortar with a
traditional pointing trowel and sweep clean
with one stroke. The vertical joints are
usually a bit smaller than the horizontal
joints.

Then apply the brick strips in a sliding
motion. Always start with the corners and
mix strips from different boxes.

Clean away the extra mortar with a stiff dry
brush before it has completely dried.

For the heavier stone products of the series
(Murok and Interock) installation with the
buttering-float technique is necessary. This
means that the glue must be applied on
the back of the slips as well as on the wall
surface.

Interfix joints can be filled in the traditional
manner. Or the Interfix glue can be stroked
smooth in the joint. Do this with a damp
finishing brush, such that the glue seals
with the edge of the strip.

In this way you can monitor whether the
strips are firmly fixed to the wall.

Outside walls should always be sealed with
Silifin. The wall must be completely dry
before you apply the Silifin with a brush
until thoroughly covered.

Personal and professional guidance means
helping your customers throughout the
entire building process. That is why De Ryck
decorative stone has developed a specific range
of accessories with all the necessary tools for
professional installation.

Beyond the aesthetics, it is important that
the characteristics and the quality of the products
enable the work to traverse the years without
deterioration, without losing its original appearance.
However, it is normal that the colours patinate with the
wire of time, just like occurs with natural stone.

Because the final result depends largely on
the materials used, we can only guarantee our
products if De Ryck accessory products are used.

De Ryck facings are manufactured with the greatest
care in our manufacturing facilities and are subject to
rigorous controls. However, it is necessary to follow
the recommendations of installation and jointing
in order to guarantee the integrity of the cladding. For
a harmonious distribution, it is highly recommended to
mix the products by simultaneously using contents of
several boxes. You will thus ensure a perfect realization.

Accessories
For Murok and Granulit (outside use)
• Cemix Uniflex adhesive mortar
• Cemix Uni-joint joint-filler

For Interfix:
• Adhesive paste (inside and outside use)
For all products:
• CEMIX primer
• Silifin sealer

